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Abstract: The beginning of the 90s was accompanied by revolutionary changes in the world economy. Newly created incentives for the comparative economics/economy were tackling, inter alia, the post-socialist countries, that were already
exposed to the transformation and reform processes. Models of economic systems formed in this period have initiated a
great discussion among the relevant stakeholders. This fruitful discussion has led to the creation of a number of model approaches, focusing on the deﬁnition of a common theoretical framework for the comparative analysis and its further applications within the surrounding of particularly advanced concrete modern economies. The presented paper contains newly
emerged approaches, the so-called varieties of capitalism. The aim of the paper is: To explore the approaches typical for
“the varieties of capitalism”, that could be considered as the mainstream over the last 25 years, and to deliver their review;
then to map the approaches how the models of economic systems of post-socialist countries are deﬁned, and to answer a
question, whether the varieties of capitalism can be used for the comparative analysis of economic systems of these countries.
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With the use of the comparative methodology it
is possible to create the basis for normative theory
defining conditions, combined with efforts to achieve
the best possible (optimum) economic arrangement,
or to obtain the necessary information about the real
existing economies and their development, using
the comparative economics/economy as a science
and the field of study. Comparative economy is the
result of the real development of the world economy,
which led to the creation of differentiated economic
systems, differing both in type (species), and the level
of development within each type. The beginnings of
the 90s have brought revolutionary changes to the
structure of the world economy. They have created
new incentives for the comparative economics/economy, which began to map, inter alia, the path of the
post-socialist countries through the transformation
and reform processes. It was not only the case of the
countries of the Central, Eastern and South-Eastern
Europe and the successor countries of the former
Soviet Union (including Central Asia), but also, for
example, China, which has successfully introduced a
model called “socialist market economy”, and other
Asian countries. New innovative approaches towards

solving the global and local problems soon appeared in
these countries. On the one hand, they narrowed the
range of issues that have been analysed as a priority
in the relation capitalism – communism (socialism),
on the other hand, they created new problems and
raised new challenges. A situation like this is mainly
caused by the fact that the transition (reforming)
economies do not reach their targets at once, but
they will have to undergo a relatively long transition period, which will shape the mixed economic
systems of a kind. Another important issue is the fact
that there is not any historically analogous situation
similar to the current transformation of post-socialist
countries, and therefore every transformation is a
kind of experiment.
On the basis of this fact, some authors, such as
Djankov et al. (2003: 595–596) came to the conclusion, that if capitalism won, the traditional or socalled old comparative economy remains unfounded
(“it is dead”). Whilst the subject of research of the
“old” comparative economy is comparing of capitalism and communism, the subject of research of the
so-called new comparative economy, corresponding
to the current phase of the “market homogeneous
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global economy,” is the comparison between the alternative capitalist economic systems, which places
the main emphasis on the role of institutions. The
differences in institutions and their implications for
the practical performance are subject to the “new”
comparative economy.
A great discussion was caused by the newly emerging models of economic systems, typical for the last
decade of the 20 th century. In addition, those were
not the models of the post-socialist countries only.
The debate has led to a creation of many modelled
approaches, which focus on defining a common theoretical framework for the comparative analysis and
its application to the analysis of the concrete modern
economies, particularly the advanced ones. The socalled varieties of capitalism are being characterized
by those approaches. In terms of developing and
post-socialist economies, especially in relation with
the considered competencies of the International
Monetary Fund (e.g. “developing economies and
emerging markets” programme), there is much debate
about the expansion of “the varieties of capitalism” to
these countries. This paper is aimed at: Exploring the
approaches of “the varieties of capitalism” that formed
over the last 25 years, and delivering thematic review
of this process; then mapping out the approaches
to defining the models of economic systems of the
post-socialist countries, and to answer a question,
whether the varieties of capitalism could be used
for the comparative analysis of economic systems
of these countries.

VARIETIES OF CAPITALISM  THE MAIN
THEORETICAL APPROACH TO
DIVERSIFICATION OF MODELS OF
ECONOMIC SYSTEMS
The new comparative economy, as developed from
the very beginning, could be considered as the theory/
school/approach of varieties of capitalism. This theory
was based on the reality of the actual extinction of the
socialist economic systems and the utter dominance
of the capitalist systems. The representatives of this
theory were convinced that the subject of the future
1

research should become capitalism in its various
forms. Political economy of the Western societies,
in its advanced forms, further examined the typology of capitalism (comparative capitalism). Andrew
Schonfield (1965) is considered to be the founder of
this direction in 1965. Comparative capitalism was
further popularized Albert (1991) and developed
further into greater varieties of capitalism by many
authors. An overview of the authors of varieties of
capitalism, including their proposed and elaborated
types of the models of economic systems of the advanced countries, is available in Table 1. 1
The diversity of the models of economic systems
in the Table 1 is conducted from the perspective of
the role of firms (Hall and Soskice; Heyes, Lewis and
Clark), according to the degree of government regulation (e.g. Nicoletti, Scarpetta and Boylaud), in terms
of the social systems of innovation and production
(Amable), from the viewpoint clusters of economies
with similar institutions (Pryor), according to a special
relations between labour and capital, and between
politics and economics (Becker). The table contains
also an approach of Boyer, who, within the control
theory based on the long-term transformation of
capitalism, makes an attempt to seek alternatives to
the Fordism (unlike the varieties of capitalism that
emphasize management at private companies or the
control theory based on the macroeconomic systemic
coherence). However, both approaches are questioning the role of markets as the only coordination
mechanism and the existence of a single correct path
of capitalism. On the contrary, they emphasize that
globalization strengthens the competitive advantage
associated with the given institutional arrangements
(Ščepánová 2014: 49–50). In the survey, there were
also gathered approaches of the authors who, in their
typology of the varieties of capitalism, involved other
than advanced economies (developing countries or
countries post-socialist). It is namely an approach
of Aoki; Hancké, Rhodes and Thatcher; Nölke and
Vliegenthart; Becker; Heyes, Lewis and Clark.
Some approaches are dichotomous, another trichotomic, and the latest trend observed in some authors
distinguishes more than three models (usually four to
five). The dichotomous approach has its pros and cons.

The table also includes systems that have been named based on clusters of economic systems with similar institutions
(Pryor). In that Pryor (2005) approach can’t be mixed with e.g. Gregory and Stuart (2014) approach. While in the first
case the models of economic systems are not predetermined and formed up as a result of the cluster analysis, in the
second case are the models based on case studies of real-world economies based on defined institutional criteria,
predetermined and on cluster analysis is demonstrated a similarity of institutions in the cluster of economies.
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Table 1. Overview of the varieties of capitalism authors and their proposed (developed) models of economic systems
Author

Models of economic systems

Albert (1991)

Neo-American
Rhine model of
model of
capitalism
capitalism

MarketRhodes,
oriented/
Apeldoorn (1997) Anglo-Saxon
capitalism

NetworkNetworkoriented/
oriented/
Germanic modelLatin model of
of capitalism
capitalism
Social
State-led/
democratic
statistcapitalism
capitalism

Boyer (1997)

Market-led
capitalism

Mesocorporatist
capitalism

Ebbinghaus
(1999)

Anglo-Saxon
capitalism

Europe’s Centre Southern
capitalism
capitalism

Nicoletti,
Scarpetta,
Boylaud (2000)

Common-law
countries

Continental
European
countries

Mediterranean
countries

Alliance
capitalism

Familial
capitalism

Aoki (2000)
Hall, Soskice
(2001)*

Coordinated
Liberal market
market
economies
economies

Schmidt (2002)

Market
capitalism

Market-based
Amable (2003)* model of
capitalism
Pryor (2005)

Becker (2011)

Heyes, Lewis,
Clark (2012)

Own approach
(2015)***

Dirigiste
capitalism

Managed
capitalism

State-enhanced
capitalism

Continental
Mediterranean
European model model of
of capitalism
capitalism

Socialdemocratic
model of
capitalism

Asian model of
capitalism

Nordic
Liberal market West European
South European
economic
economic
economic
economic system
system
system
system

Coordinated
Hanské, Rhodes, Liberal market
market
Thatcher (2007)* economies**
economies**
Nölke,
Vliegenthart
(2009)

Nordic
capitalism

Compensating
state**

Étatisme

Coordinated
Liberal market
market
economies
economies

Dependent
market
economies**
Meso-communitarian type of
capitalism

Liberal type of Corporatist type Patrimonial type
capitalism
of capitalism
of capitalism**
Coordinated
Liberal market
market
economies
economies

Statist type of
capitalism

Mediterranean
market
economies

Neo-liberal
market
capitalism

Neo-corporatist State-led
capitalism
capitalism

Anglo-Saxon
capitalism

European
continental
capitalism

Central
Europe
economies**
Socialdemocratic
capitalism

North
South European
European
capitalism
capitalism

Collective
(communalist)
capitalism

x

Asian capitalism

*Bold highlight authors significantly developed the theory of varieties of capitalism; **Bold highlight models of capitalism incorporate other than advanced economies; ***Cihelková (2016)
Source: Own construction based on: Cooper (1994); Rhodes and van Apeldoorn (1997: 408–411); Boyer (2005: 22);
Ebbinghaus (1999: 15–21); Nicoletti et al. (2000: 52–53); Amable (2003: 15, 78–85); Hall and Soskice (2001: 8–9); Pryor
(2005: 10), Hancké et al. (2007: s. 24–28); Becker (2011: 15–17); Heyes et al. (2012: 13)
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One advantage is that it provides a clear theoretical
basis for the empirical analysis. The negative aspect
is that it is based on the contrast between the two
extremes. If the comparison was based on a single,
country-specific criterion, it would eliminate the
risk of ignoring the fundamental differences between
countries. The categories of models are too broad,
providing the reader with very little information about
the category a country belongs to. The advantage of
the trichotomic classification is that it gives a special
status to the group of countries that were previously
classified as “those who stand in the middle” and were
sentenced automatically to a poorer macroeconomic
performance. The approaches distinguishing more
models of economic systems are already sensitive
mostly to more classification criteria and eliminate
the risk of leaving out a crucial difference between
the economic systems. The disadvantage may be that
more economies have the ability to be located on the
border between the models, respectively belong to a
given model with only a certain percentage of probability, therefore, it establishes the complex starting
point for an empirical analysis.
Key works in that survey are represented by the
approaches of Peter Hall and David Soskice; Bruno
Amable; Bob Hancké, Martin Rhodes and Marc
Thatcher, which significantly developed the theory
of the varieties of capitalism.
Hall and Soskice came up with the idea that the
fundamental institutions of capitalism differ from
country to country and that the differences between
countries are not random, but they are associated
with strict institutional complementarities. This
idea then led, according to Nölke and Vliegenthart
(2009: 670), to a sophisticated, holistic and easily
understandable picture of the institutional complexity of advanced capitalism. In their book, Hall and
Soskice (2001) focused on the organization of the
private sector and the firm is put into the centre of
the comparative economics of capitalism. With an
attempt not to ignore the unions, they highlighted the
role played by the employers’ associations and other
types of relationships between enterprises. In other
words, the success of the firm is seen in the ability to
effectively coordinate itself with a wide range of actors. National economies can then be compared using
the way in which the firms solve the coordination of
problems they used to face. From this perspective,
there are two different types of economies, which
are called the liberal market economies (LMEs) and
the coordinated market economies (CMEs). This
410

dichotomy is the basis for the assessment of one of
the fundamental dimensions of various national production systems, and their coordination. In this case,
it is an internal coordination where a firm is defined
as an agent, the aim of which is to create a dynamic
capacity and institutional framework in which it operates, this may be further labelled in the jargon as the
inter or intra-organizational relationships. The firm
develops and maintains its relationships to resolve
the coordination problems of its key competencies
in the following areas: Industrial relations, regulation of internal relations, vocational education and
training, financial relations, etc.
Amable (and his colleagues) builds on the work of
Albert; Rhodes and Apeldoorn; Boyer; Ebbinghaus;
Aoki; but particularly Hall and Soskice, with an overview of the dichotomous, trichotomic and more part
models (Amable 2003: 77–78, 82–85). Already in
1977, Barré and Boyer published a theoretical analysis (Amable et al. 1997) in which they distinguished
between and further described four social systems of
innovation and production (SSIPs): Market-oriented,
meso-corporatist, European integration/public and
social democratic. This analysis led to answering the
question, why institutions are the foundation of the
economies differentiation, and why it can be expected
to have implications for the scientific, technical and
industrial specialization of countries. The follow-up
works of Amable et al. (2000) and Amable and Petit
(2002) led to a redefinition of the typology SSIPs,
which was extended to six models – on the Alpine
variety (Austria, Switzerland) and Mediterranean
variety of the European SSIP. Only in this work, B.
Amable built his final work – The Diversity of Modern
Capitalism – from the year 2003 (according Amable
2003: 78-85). In this book, besides the description
of the five main institutional areas, he also deals
with the comparative analysis criteria of the models
of various economic systems (competition in goods
and services markets; labour law issues and labour
market institutions; the financial services sector and
corporate governance; social protection; education),
but these models are also defined in detail. Those
models are: Market-based model, social-democratic
model, continental European model, Mediterranean
model and Asian model (Amable 2003: 15).
Although the role of Amable could be seen as a
turning point in the development of the varieties of
capitalism, the theory is developed also in the subsequent period. In particular, the work of Hancké,
Rhodes and Thatcher (2007), who tried to do the
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revision of Hall and Soskice approach and expanded
their original work framing the theory of the varieties
of capitalism. They created four models, designed for
the analyses and coordination of the state – business
sector relations. Besides the LMEs and CMEs, they are
defining the “étatisme” and compensating state. The
authors report that in the advanced stage of capitalism, the relations between the state and the economy
(supply-side) may take two basic forms: Either the state
becomes narrow and directly impacting the economy
(e.g. as the owner, the main provider of loans etc.), or
the state becomes primarily a regulator affecting the
economy indirectly. Interest organizations (lobbyists)
may also represent both sides – one highly structured
and the other fragmented. In most countries, the business sector and labour organizations tend to respect
each other. In the first (highly structured) category,
the balance between the individual companies and
industry associations, respectively industrial groups,
enables to negotiate with the organized employees.
In the second (fragmented) category, the definition
of collective interests is positioned at a higher level
– either on the inter-firm level, or between their
agents, following the logic how the trade unions are
fragmented. The inclusion of these two criteria in the
typology of the varieties of capitalism leads to the
four types of coordination, i.e. the economic systems
models (Hancké et al. 2007: 24–28).

APPROACH TO DEFINE THE MODELS OF
ECONOMIC SYSTEMS IN POSTSOCIALIST
COUNTRIES
WITH THE ONSET OF the new global situation in
the world at the turn of the 80s and 90s, there was a
great debate about economic systems and the models
of economic systems in the former centrally planned
economies, which began to form and influence their
transformation and reform processes.
A polemic in the Eastern, Central and Southern
Europe was firstly aimed at the already established
neo-corporatist approach, i.e. the economic systems
model, which is based on the corporations in the
form of interest groups. They have a monopoly on
the representation of interests in the given field.
Their supreme authorities are granted a privileged
access to the government and the trade unions work
within the social partnership in the form of the socalled tripartism (see Netolický 2005). Inquiring
why the neo-corporativism was initially attractive

for the economists of the post-socialist world, one
of the possible answers were given by Iankova (2010:
1–2). Reference is made to the basic features of state
socialism, which was accompanied by the local development until the end of the 80s of the twentieth
century, namely “the society of working class” and
“social order built on the work dictatorship,” and the
consequences that have led the ideological basis. Based
on these presumptions, she concludes that the nature
of new relations after the fall of the regime could
not be other than derived from the past experience.
This presumption ideally matches with the idea of
neo-corporativism, which is based on the relationship between the state and the corporations with the
emphasis on the influential position of trade unions.
The application of the neo-corporatist theory in the
analysis of the era of the post-socialism was also
conditioned by the fact that the majority of formerly
communist countries decided to realize part of their
transformations with an assistance from the relevant
institution of global capitalism – the tripartite forum
for social dialogue, i.e. social partnership between
the state, employers and trade unions, developed at
the national and subnational levels.
Although the neo-corporatist approach towards
analysing of the emerging capitalism in the Central
and Eastern Europe (CEE) has brought problems,
reflecting the nature of the concept itself, Iankova
(2010: 2) draws attention to the fact that the outcome
of discussions was the first trichotomic typology of
economic systems of the countries in transition, which
was established in the early 90s, namely the distribution model: The neoliberal pluralist, corporatist and a
new state-controlled (neo-statist). These models were
supposed to cover the whole typology of transition
economies, what of course was not possible. Iankova
in this context also highlighted the fact that the CEEs
have never had, since the World War II, in contrast
with the Northern and Western Europe, any period
of a “relatively undisturbed” building of national
institutions. The US and the Bretton Woods institutions influence in Germany in the post-war period is
not comparable with the impact of the globalization
and Europeanization on transforming the European
economy after 1990. The convergence effects of the
European Union (EU) in the accession process of the
CEE countries were particularly strong and not comparable with the accession of the Southern European
countries in the 80s.
With the consolidation of the business through
the “painful” transformations in the countries of the
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Central and Eastern Europe and the essential weakening of the role of trade unions, the neo-corporatist
paradigm as a theoretical approach to defining the
models of economic systems in the post-socialist
countries ceased to be appealing. The researchers
are turning their attention to the approaches that
appeared to be better for analysing and explaining
the changes in the region (Iankova 2010: 3). One of
these approaches was the theory of the varieties of
capitalism, which in the late 90s tried to explain the
impact of globalization, the challenges of the European
economic and monetary union, the Eastern enlargement of the EU and a number of other economic and
other pressures on the models and economic systems,
not only in developed countries. As seen from the
above, some authors shown in the table 1 have already
attempted with some degree of caution to include in
their typologies of (mostly advanced) economies also
the post-socialist countries. E.g. Hancké, Rhodes and
Thatcher ranked among the liberal market economies
the Baltic States, and among the coordinated market economies Slovenia. Nölke and Vliegenthart, as
well as Heyes, Lewis and Clark, included among the
dependent market economies the Central European
economies, namely the Czech Republic, Slovakia,
Hungary and Poland.

In addition to these authors, whilst there appear
many others who initially analysed capitalism in the
post-socialist countries and who are often called the
representatives of the approach of “varieties of capitalism expansion into the Central and Eastern Europe”.
In principle, it is nothing else than the search for new
variants of the post-socialist capitalism. Among the
authors of this type, we can include e.g. King and
Szelényi; Cernat; Knell and Srholec; Lane and King
(Table 2).
We have to include King and Szelényi (2005)
among the proponents of the extension of varieties of capitalism in the post-socialist countries.
Lawrence and Szelényi, in their categorization of
the post-communist capitalism, involve not only the
countries of the Central and Eastern Europe, but also
the Asian post-socialist countries. For this reason,
they came to a somewhat unconventional division
of the types of capitalism: Capitalism from without
(Central Europe countries), capitalism from above
(Russia, Romania, Serbia) and capitalism from below
(China and Vietnam). This typology is, according to
Bluhm (2014: 2), a combination of the emerging new
type of ownership with the traditional thinking that
indicates the penetration of modern capitalism and
the rational bureaucracy and functional separation

Table 2. Summary of the authors of typology of economic systems models in post-socialist countries
Author

Models of economic systems

King, Szelényi
(2005)

Capitalism from
without

Cernat (2006)

Anglo-Saxon post- Continental postsocialist capitalism socialist capitalism

Knell, Srholec
(2007)

(Liberal) market
coordinated
economies

King (2007)

Own approach
(2015)*

Capitalism from
below

Hybrid state/
market
uncoordinated
capitalism

Centrally driven
economies

Developmental
state

Strategically
coordinated
economies
Continental
European (more
state-oriented)
capitalism

Lane, Myant (2007)

Capitalism from
above

Liberal dependent
capitalism

Patrimonial
capitalism

Embedded neoliberal postDependent market
socialist capitalism
post-socialist
neo-liberal
capitalism
post-socialist
capitalism

x

Neo-patrimonial
capitalism

State capitalism

Central Europe
Baltic post-socialist
post-socialist
capitalism
capitalism

x

Eastern Europe
post-socialist
capitalism

Asian post-socialist
capitalism

*Cihelková (2016)
Source: Own design based on Bluhm (2014: 2–3, 6–8), Horibayashi (2007: 48), Iankova (2010: 3).
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of the economic from the political system as a basis
for innovative modernity. The Central European
capitalism from without is characterized as a liberal
capitalism (capitalism with a liberal democratic regime and a relatively highly developed and rational
state capacity) with high FDI inflows, which help to
the rapid liberalization and open markets in Western
countries. Mainly the Russian capitalism from above
is mainly considered to be a neo-patrimonial, network
and oligopolistic form of capitalism, which emphasizes the continuity of the elites, but without the
continuity of power institutions and administrative
capacities, hich, on the contrary, has the development
in China. China and Vietnam in this sense represent
the capitalism from below.
Cernat (2006) divided the transition economies
into three types: The Anglo-Saxon post-socialist
capitalism, the Continental post-socialist capitalism and the developmental state. The main criteria
of differentiation are: The dominant type of wage
bargaining, the state interventionism, the role of the
banking sector and financial institutions, the degree
of internal institutional inherence. The Anglo-Saxon
capitalism involves only Estonia, the Continental capitalism includes Poland, Slovakia, Bulgaria, Lithuania
and Latvia, the developmental state is represented
by Hungary, the Czech Republic and Slovenia. The
author is aware that there are institutional disparities in most countries. Romania was also among the
examined countries of the Continental Europe. A case
study describing this country indicated that there is a
form of capitalism, which shares the features of two
model – the clientelist capitalism of 90s in addition
to the Continental type.
Knell and Srholec (2007) share the dichotomous
approach – the division to strategically coordinated
economies and (liberal) coordinated economies. The
distribution patterns of the CEE countries into two
groups used the evaluation, not the classification criteria – the coordinating index covering social cohesion
(GINI, the highest marginal personal rate of income,
government expenditure on final consumption), the
regulation of the labour market (the criteria of the
World Bank), the regulation of business (the World
Bank criteria for the start-up companies, insolvency,
property registration, the stock market in relation to
the banking sector in the financial system). We use to
include Belarus, Ukraine, Slovenia, Croatia, Romania,
the Czech Republic and Uzbekistan among the strategically coordinated countries, whilst Bulgaria, Georgia,
Moldova, Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, Estonia and

Russia are being labelled as (liberal) market coordinated countries (Bluhm 2014: 3).
Lane and Myant (2007) divides the post-communist
countries into three groups. The first group has already developed the conditions of modern capitalism.
It includes the current EU members (Slovenia, the
Czech Republic, Poland, Hungary, the Slovak Republic,
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Romania, Bulgaria and
Croatia). Slovenia, the Visegrad Group and Estonia
are the closest to the Continental European – more
state-oriented – capitalism. The second group of
countries is characterized as a hybrid state/market
uncoordinated capitalism, which exists in Russia,
Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Georgia and Moldova. These
countries are still going through the continual privatization process and the market economy creation,
striving for the political, social and psychological
conditions necessary for the support of the modern
capitalism. Additionally, the state-oriented capitalism should ensure the accumulation of resources.
In countries with natural resources, the state should
promote the modernization of the economy through
the economic rent resulting from the export-oriented sectors. The third group, including Belarus,
Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan, has not yet made
any significant progress towards capitalism, because
the country has been at a relatively very low level of
private property. These countries are very reminiscent of the centrally driven economy. However, the
future will probably lead to an economic model of
state capitalism (Horibayashi 2007: 48). To distinguish these three groups, Lane used the evaluation
indicators – the private sector share in the GDP, the
privatization index, the stock market capitalization
and lending, the integration into the global economy,
income inequality (Bluhm 2014: 3).
We have to include King (2007) among the supporters
of a possible widening of the varieties of capitalism in
the CEE region, which is obvious from the co-authors
works from the year 2005. The mentioned theory argues knowing that “it is necessary to deal sensitively
with the fundamental structural differences between
capitalism in the EU and other developed countries,
and capitalism in the CEE.” Further, it claims that
“two broadly different types of coordination have
emerged – liberal dependent and patrimonial: or
one more market-oriented and LME-like, the other
a form of a MME (Mediterranean market economy),
but one is which is powerful though the atomized
business class dominates and the state is weak. If the
old nomenclature is defeated, and patchwork forms
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of economic control can be established through an
alliance between an organized, technocrat-led sate
and a mixture of foreign and domestic firms, then
‘liberal dependent’ systems, with open economic
relations and high levels of the FDI (foreign direct
investment) result, as in the Czech Republic, Hungary
and Poland. The trade unions are weak, but the state
provides a range of public goods (pensions and other
social transfers) for the economy and has a modest
steering capacity. In contrast, if the nomenclature
retains power, as in Russia, Ukraine, or Romania,
it uses its offices to acquire private property, giving
rise to ‘patrimonial’ systems in which the economic
control (coordination would be a much too strong
term) is exercised by the nomenclature and domestic
producers through patron-client ownership networks.
Foreign direct ownership is weak, and the state is
also weak and unable to provide the adequate public
goods” (Iankova 2010: 3).
The approach of Bohle and Greskovits does not
belong to the group supporting the possible extension of the varieties of capitalism to the post-socialist
countries. Bohle and Greskovits developed a typology called the post-socialist regimes, 2 followed by
John Drahokoupil and Martin Myant, who analysed
the variants of growth modes of the CEE countries.
Bohle and Greskovits (2007, 2012) are the authors
of a typology of the post-socialist regimes, based
on the idea of the “so-called ‘double movement’ in
the transition from the planned to market economy.
The transformation is differentiated according to the
reform paths, which means the extent to which the
reformers followed the idea of self-regulating markets
(movement) a transformational path, meaning the
extent to which reformers followed the idea of selfregulating markets (movement) and the extent of the
state policy intervention via industry, labour or social
policy (countermovement). Sufficient state capacities
to implement and conduct reforms are a decisive
precondition” (Bluhm 2014: 6). On this basis, Bohle
and Greskovits characterized three types of the postsocialist regimes: Neo-liberal, embedded neo-liberal
and neo-corporatist. The neoliberal regime, typical
for the Baltic States, has a strict neo-liberal policy of
free markets and their consequences: Flexible labour
laws, very limited social benefits and the perception of
2
3

industrial policy as an illegitimate state intervention.
Baltic States can afford this type of market radicalism
because it formed the basis of their national political
identity, denying the past Soviet heritage of the countries and their Russian minorities. Nation-building is
another important source of the political legitimacy,
unlike the social compensation and integration. The
embedded regime in the Central Europe is built up
from the beginning of the transformation also for a
rapid liberalization, a declining role of the state and
privatization. This mode, however, since the beginning,
is trying to balance social costs of this approach by
promoting the active labour market policy. It adopts
social measures and measures for the political and
social integration. In the early stages of transformation,
a passive labour market policy played an important
role, since it dampens the shocks and contributes to
the relatively low rate of employment according to the
EU standards. This was the case especially in Hungary,
where the employment rate remained among the lowest
in the European Union. The neo-corporatist regime is
a special type, which is represented by Slovenia. The
country has adopted the least radical marketization
strategy, 3 coupled with a generous and specifically
targeted compensation of the transformation costs
in the region (Bluhm 2014: 6–8).
Another special approach to economic systems is
the attitude of Drahokoupil and Myant (2010, 2011),
who analysed variations among the growth modes in
response to the financial crisis in the second half of
the first decade of this century. It turned out that the
individual CEE countries were hit by the crisis in very
different ways. E.g. the Baltic states were affected far
more than the Czech Republic and Poland. Poland.
The Czech Republic and Slovakia came out of the
crisis relatively faster than Hungary, which had to
ask for a new rescue package from the International
Monetary Fund. The crisis, therefore, suggested that
similar varieties of capitalism in the CEE, as examined
above, do not lead to similar scenarios in the times of
crisis. This situation has sparked a debate about the
growth modes that Drahokoupil and Myant divided
into five groups:
– Integration through the export of processed products with a relatively high value-added in sectors
with a high proportion of multinational companies.

The criterion of this typology are not economic systems as a set of institutions, but the policies as a result of their action.
Bohle and Greskovits examined and Romania and Bulgaria, which ranked as non-regime type of countries, as characterized by weak institutional capacity, and therefore were unable to carry out some reforms during the 90s. This
situation slowly began to change under the influence of the EU.
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– Integration through the exports in the complex
sector without relying on foreign direct investment.
– Integration through the exports in a simple manufacturing.
– Integration into the global economy through the
export of raw materials and semi-finished products, which require a less sophisticated business
environment.
– Integration through the “financed” growth, where
foreign loans support the activities of the public
and private sector.
Based on them, then they explained how the respective CEE economy managed to overcome the crisis
(Bluhm 2014: 8–9).

VARIETIES OF CAPITALISM AND THE
POSSIBILITY OF THEIR USE FOR THE
COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF ECONOMIC
SYSTEMS OF THE POSTSOCIALIST
COUNTRIES
As indicated in the introduction, the scope of the
varieties of capitalism to post-socialist countries is
the subject of a deep controversy. On the one hand,
there are authors of proposed typologies of the models of economic systems conforming to “varieties of
capitalism expansion into the Central and Eastern
Europe” (Table 2) being considered “naive” (given
the level of conceptualization). On the other hand,
many authors argue that if the theory of the varieties of capitalism is an adequate procedure adapted
to the realities of the CEE, it will be possible to use
this approach in defining the capitalism in the whole
region (in this case, it means Europe).
We include Bluhm among the most critical authors.
She states that “this was especially the case as the
authors tried to measure the gradual increase in premarket strategic coordination. They included in their
analysis almost all post-socialist societies, regardless
of the extent of transition already made towards the
market economy. The outcomes were highly contradictory conceptually, as well as in terms of the various
indicators used.” (Bluhm 2014: 2). Specifically, built
up on his opinion, the typology of Cernat the Poland
is in comparison with other authors dealing with the
same issue more liberally, and it can hardly agree
with Knell and Srholec who regarded Belarus in the
middle of the first decade of the new millennium as
the most strategically coordinated economy in the
Central and Eastern Europe, which was followed by

Ukraine, Slovenia and the Czech Republic, while
Hungary, Russia and Estonia were considered as coordinated market economies. Likewise, it is the view
of David Lane, who sees Russia as an uncoordinated
market economy, which under the Putin’s government is developing to a state-coordinated oligopolistic form of capitalism. In a similar way, K. Bluhm
criticizes the approach of the authors who have dealt
with models rather than the transforming countries,
in comparisons of the concrete economic systems
(e.g. Estonia and Slovenia, Poland and Hungary).
In her view, she identifies two extremes, or several
selected economies, it says nothing about the rest
of the countries that are somewhere between these
two extremes, or for framework models of selected
economies. There are many unexplained things and
irregularities, in order to confirm the possibility of
using the varieties of capitalism approach across the
European region (Bluhm 2014: 3).
Unlike the varieties of capitalism approach, Bluhm
deems to be an interesting new approach to the typology of the CEE countries, which was presented
by Bohle and Greskovits. The main point of the approach is neither a regime of capital accumulation
based on a developed credit system, nor a continued
rationalization of the production process. It is an approach which is based on a policy that looks at the
markets as political structures. This approach is being
compared with the varieties of capitalism, underscoring the company and coordinating, having its own
advantages, but these are located in a different area.
The access to the post-socialist regimes has made the
state and its policies the main criterion of regime.
The state capacity and the level of social protection
is a more important matter than by the varieties of
capitalism. The social protection and development
of the welfare state are growing. The analysis of conflict processes of the weakening and re-anchoring
of the market highlights the institutional instability
and dynamics resulting from the multilevel factors
(including the effects of the EU convergence). On the
other hand, the post-socialist mode access has, compared with the varieties of the capitalism approach,
significant disadvantages. In particular, this approach
tends to look at institutions as externally defined
limits of self-regulatory markets, which is precisely
a reason why this approach is appropriate for the
conceptualization of countermovement on a market
(re-regulation) in the interests of a wider society.
Institution-building as a solution of the coordination
problems within the national economy sectors, and
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as a result of the interactions between the economic
actors, remains outside this view – at least without
further assumptions, which would greatly complicate
the argumentation. This approach, therefore, severely
limits the understanding of institution-building and
its dynamics (Bluhm 2014: 7–8).
Similarly sympathetic to Bluhm attitudes are the variants of growth regimes, which prepared Drahokoupil
and Myant. This hierarchy, however, goes, in our
opinion, beyond the classification criteria of economic
models examining.
In favour of the extension of the varieties of capitalism approach on the post-socialist countries, King
argued that the application of the varieties of capitalism to the CEE automatically takes into account the
historical and structural features that are common
to both parts of Europe. D. Lane then drew attention
to the fact that the EE countries, compared with the
Western European countries, have a higher proportion
of state ownership, share a higher level of the control
of the economy and have serious deficiencies in the
rate of investment financed from internal resources.
Following the judgments of both authors that support
the possibility of using the theory of the varieties of
capitalism in the transition countries, Iankova (2010:
3–4) argues, that the main problem of the varieties of the capitalism expansion to the post-socialist
countries is the fact, that respective authors do not
realize how different are the CEE countries from the
developed economies. E.g. the complementarity and
coordination, as seen in the works of the Western
authors, cannot be applied to the transition countries.
These economies as a whole are still characterized
by “rather unstable and largely incoherent mixes of
the labour market institutions, financial intermediation and corporate governance. Their evolutionary
trajectories are yet unclear” (Iankova 2010: 3). The
varieties of capitalism theory is, therefore, necessary
to adapt to the reality of the CEE, so the main question is, how to implement this adjustment?
The author herself is coming with a proposal of
three steps that should lead to modifying and general improving of the varieties of capitalism access
(Iankova 2010: 4–5).
The first step refers to those authors who, within
their typology of the varieties of advanced capitalism
has dedicated a group of the Central and Eastern
Europe countries. They were, as we know, for instance Hancké, Rhodes and Thatcher (2007), Nölke
and Vliegenthart (2009), or Heyes, Lewis and Clark
(2012). These authors did not identify the CEE as “a
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separate variety of capitalism of equivalent analytical
status to the rest; they ‘simply wish to indicate by
this term their [emerging economies] transitional
character and that their respective mixes of modes
of coordination (both market and non-market) are
embryonic in some cases, more developed in others, but in all cases still in a process of institutional
construction.’” (Iankova 2010: 4). The CEE countries
must, therefore, firstly be described as the emerging
market economies (EMEs). The EMEs, however, are
not only the transforming countries that exist, but
the concern is very significant and the developing
countries need to be taken into account in any later
version of the varieties of the capitalism access.
In a second step, it is necessary to recognize that
the varieties of the capitalism approach was constructed without any geographic (regional) effects,
although many varieties have been named according
to a particular sub-region (northern, the Southern
European capitalism, etc.). A specificity for the most
of the CEE countries is the fact that they have a
strong European identity – in terms of being member or associated states of the European Union or
members of the Eurozone (European Economic and
Monetary Union). Thanks to the laws approximation and the nominal and real convergence, the EU
significantly influences the policy making process in
these countries as well as the structure and coordination relations firms – state in the CEE countries.
Before examining the national institutions, there is,
therefore, a need for a certain type of conditionality to
characterize “the sources (or mechanisms) of change
in the business – government relationships as these
three aspects of the process of the EU accession: first,
the legal conditionalities and harmonization efforts
for the EU entry; second, the pre-accession and the
anticipated post-accession financial assistance with
its specific priorities and requirements; and third, the
capacity building and learning that ultimately stem
from the efforts to adapt to the EU conditionalities
of membership. The actual effects of the EU accession on the business – government relationship in
an accession country could be traced along the lines
of three major developments: (i) the of the relationship – a greater collaboration through the endorsement of the partnership principle; (ii) the structure
of the relationship – a greater institutionalization
and multi-level interaction; and (iii) composition of
the relationship – a notable embeddedness of the
business – government relationship in the organized
civil society” (Iankova 2010: 5).
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In the third step, Iankova refers to the most revised
and adapted approach to the variants of capitalism
elaborated by Hancké, Rhodes and Thatcher, who
took note of the role of the state and identified four
types of coordination of its relations with the business sector, and notes that even here the state and
corporate sector are seen as “monolithic entities
and the relationship per se is presented in a static
and simplistic form” (Iankova 2010: 5). The analyses should be deeper and identify the varieties of
capitalism based on the partial bodies (institutions)
both of the public and the business sector, because
neither the state nor the business sector is a homogeneous entity. On the other hand, “the state is
not just a forum in which competing or conflicting
social forces contend for control so that they can use
state powers for their own purposes; the state is a
relatively independent actor with its own objectives
and interests that cannot be reduced to those of any
interest group, even one as important as business.
In the business – government relationship, the state
acts as a legislator, an executive, and a judiciary. The
political party dimension of the state is also important in that regard. Nor is business a homogeneous
unit, but has two important dimensions: on the one
hand, it can be segregated into capital, sector, and
firm (or possessing common, industry-specific, and
firm-specific needs and interests) and, on the other,
into political organization” (Iankova 2010: 5).
These “corrective” steps are defining the own author’s contribution made in this paper. The author’s
original approach to the typology of the economic
models of post-socialist countries is derived from
the Table 2, and it can be illustrated by the reality of
four different economies – Estonia, Poland, Russia
and China. China is, therefore, not considered as a
developing economy, despite the fact that most of
the international organizations place China among
the developing economies (UNCTAD, World Bank),
or among the emerging and developing countries
(IMF). China, however, is not characterized only by
the features typical for the emerging economies, but
also by an ability to share a similar economic model –
a socialist command economy – with the economies
in transition. China has undergone and proceeds with
the reform processes continuing in the direction of
the monopoly of one party strengthening market
relations in the framework of the so-called market
socialism. (This group of countries also includes
Vietnam, Laos and Cambodia, from which China
does not significantly differ as it is being considered

as one of the successor states to the Soviet Union,
especially in the Central Asia).

CONCLUSIONS
The main outcome from the analysis of models
of economic systems is the recognition that a shift
from a single, so-called pure model (pure market or
pure command, possibly traditional/customary), is
a natural matter of the differentiation of economic
systems based on the multiple ways of organizing
the economic life of society. This differentiation is
associated with benefits derived from maintaining the
diversity. Diversity allows a detailed characterization
of specific features of the selected economic systems
and thus emphasizes their individuality and uniqueness
in the context of the special historical, philosophical,
cultural, political, economic and social development
of countries concerned. It also constitutes a basis for
assessing the success and viability of economic systems.
The evolution of determining factors in time is also
a prerequisite for exploring the future development and
direction of economic systems on the global level. On
the other hand, the diversity of economic systems can
also be a limiting factor, since along with the effort to
capture the widest sample of economic systems leads
to a build-up scale and complexity of comparative
analysis. This also does not take into consideration
whether the authors actually take into account all of
the most important institutions in creating a model
of economic systems, and the extent to which the
selected institutions are linked with each other and
with existing environments and policies.
Models of economic systems represent a certain
degree of theoretical abstraction to which the real
economic systems are more or less similar. Defining
this common theoretical framework for the implementation of the empirical research is the main objective of comparative analysis. Models of economic
systems, as a common theoretical framework for the
comparative analysis and its application to study of
specific modern economies, are subject to a number
of approaches. The common theoretical framework
includes mainly those approaches which characterize
the so-called varieties of capitalism, eventually the
models that were named based on the clusters of economic systems of countries with similar institutions.
The theory of varieties of capitalism was created in
response to the new situation in the world economy
since the 90s of the last century. Hall and Soskice
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explicitly formulated, and many other supporters of
the varieties of capitalism developed the framework
for the advanced market economies. They wanted
to show that entrepreneurial firms’ competitiveness
in the global economy can be achieved by various
institutional arrangements, which leads to different
comparative advantages. The access to the varieties of
capitalism presupposes well established and rational
capacities designed for the state and law enforcement, but also functional differences between the
policies and the (private) economic sector. Only as
an explicit assumption, it is possible to conceptualize the strategic coordination, which precedes the
market coordination, corporatism, and networks
considered as a productive resource for the global
business competitiveness. Last but not least, it also
assumes a non-existent rent-seeking, corruption and
clientelism. We can find and list the models that have
been defined for the developing economies with a
certain degree of difficulty. The complexity of identifying economic systems of the developing countries
(mostly countries considered to be economically underdeveloped), with a lack of the institutional capacity,
characterized by a little interest in understanding of
their own economic systems (and therefore problems)
and by the lack of the reliable and understandable
information and comparable economic indicators
has led mostly to the emergence of models based on
the clusters of economies with similar institutions,
where the above requirements are not a condition.
In this context, there is very important the work of
Pryor, who has used case studies having in common
the defined indicators examining not only the OECD
countries, but also the economic systems of many
developing countries, where the distinction is based
on the cluster analysis of the relevant models.
Far more works of the proponents of varieties of
capitalism can be seen in relation to the post-socialist,
transition economies. These economies are taken
into account not only in the works of various authors
dealing with the typology of advanced economies, but
they appeared in studies of a number of authors who
initially analysed capitalism in the CEE and were labelled as the advocates of the approach of “varieties of
the capitalism expansion into the Central and Eastern
Europe.” There is, however, a debate developed in this
context, whether this approach is realizable, justifying
and reflecting the reality. The proponents argue that
the application of varieties of capitalism to the CEE
automatically takes into account the same historical and structural features of both parts of Europe
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(Western and CEE) or different characteristics, like
the different share of the state ownership, the rate of
investment financed from internal resources, or the
level of the state control of the economy. The criticism
points out that the main problem of the expansion of
the varieties of capitalism to post-socialist countries
is that the respective authors do not realize how significantly the CEE countries differ from the developed
countries. The opponents also criticise the inclusion
of almost all post-socialist countries into the defined
patterns, irrespective of the degree of the realization
of their transformation. This discourse is resulting
into contradictory concepts, both in the terms of
terminology and in the terms of the used indicators
(classification sets, or evaluation criteria). The other
extreme would be then to identify two or a few specific
economic systems, but it is not clear whether there
are other economies in the post-socialist countries.
If we, as a concluding remark, are about to summarize the possible answers to the question whether we
can use the varieties of capitalism for the comparative
analysis of economic systems of the post-socialist
countries, we can identify ourselves with the idea, that
if the theory of the varieties of capitalism is adequate
to procedures adapted to the realities of the CEE,
this approach will be used in defining capitalism in
the region. This means, above all, to understand that
transition economies will have to advance through
a relatively long time period, which will shape the
mixed economies of its kind (Iankova talks in this
point about the process of the institutional construction.). It is also necessary to harmonize the approach
of the varieties of capitalism, which was not affected
by any geographic (regional) aspects, with a strong
European identity of the CEE countries. The policymaking process in these countries, members of the EU
or the European Monetary (and economic) Union, is
strongly influenced by the transnational mechanisms
of integration grouping, which is a significant factor
in the development of national institutions in these
countries, being compared before and after entering
into those organizations. The extension of the varieties of capitalism characterized by the inclusion of
transitive countries assumes a deeper analysis of the
varieties of capitalism. The identification of varieties
of capitalism shall be based on the analysis of concrete
institutions from both public and private sector. Just
as it is easier to understand the differences between
the two types of systems and the theory of the varieties of capitalism better adapts to the realities of the
transitive countries.
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